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Abstract

In this CNA Occasional Paper, Konrad Muzyka provides an in-depth assessment of Russia’s Southern Military District, which consists of robust forces spanning the North Caucasus region, along with Rostov, Volgograd, Stravropol, Dagestan, and Crimea. Muzyka’s analysis provides an up-to-date overview of the current force structure and posture of this military district, which has greatly expanded since 2013. These forces include the 8th, 49th, and 58th Combined Arms Armies, the 4th Air and Air Defense Army, the Black Sea Fleet, and the Caspian Flotilla. Muzyka also discusses the Russian threat perspectives which drive force posture changes in the Southern Military District, with contingencies that include Georgia, Ukraine, NATO in the Black Sea, and terrorism in the Caucasus.
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Executive Summary

This paper draws on open source material to provide an order-of-battle assessment of existing units that fall under the Southern Military District's (SMD's) area of responsibility. It analyzes roles assigned to these units and assesses the effects of the ongoing modernization and reorganization of the SMD's structures post 2014. This analysis is placed within the context of Russian military operations in Georgia, Ukraine, and Syria.

Russian forces that are deployed within the district need to address a gamut of threats and contingencies, ranging from peacekeeping missions and counterinsurgency operations, through local wars, to high-tempo conventional operations against technologically superior opposing forces. This is reflected in the structures of these units, which, overall, differ significantly from those deployed in the Western Military District (WMD).

As a result, the paper looks at Russian military presence not only in Russia proper, but also in Armenia, South Ossetia, and Abkhazia.

Although the document lists equipment that is fielded into specific units, it does not seek to provide a detailed table of organization and equipment (TO&E).
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Introduction

In March and April 2021 Russian forces in the Southern Military District (SMD) were put on alert and deployed into nearby training areas. They were additionally supported by numerous airborne forces sent to Crimea and units from the Central Military District’s 41st Combined Arms Army (CAA). Given these reinforcements and already established garrisons, the Russian presence near the borders with Ukraine has never been larger. Even at the height of Russian combat operations in 2014, Moscow had around 42,000 personnel rotating in the vicinity of Ukraine. Today, the 20th CAA and the 8th CAA alone field some 35,000-38,000 troops that are likely in a higher readiness status than other armies in the region. From a force prepositioning point of view, the focus on Ukraine is clear. So is Moscow’s determination to ensure that Donbas remains under Russian control and that, if needed, this operational direction can be quickly reinforced with other units. Indeed, the scale and pace of Russian troop movements and deployments in early 2021 were unprecedented.

This is a result of complex, wide-ranging, and sometimes painful, reforms undertaken since 2013. The Russian armed forces, in general, and in the SMD specifically, have never been more capable and able to undertake a range of missions across the entire spectrum of military operations. Expansion of the SMD’s order of battle has created some gaps in open-source materials on the existing force structure of units located within the district. This paper seeks to fill those gaps and present the most current assessment of the Russian forces that defend the country’s southwestern borders.

In 2013 Russia fielded two CAAs in the SMD that were primarily tasked with deterring Georgia and responding to terrorism activities originating in the Caucasus. The border with Ukraine was largely unprotected, and the size of the Russian contingent in Crimea was limited by the 1997 agreement between the two countries. The events of 2014 facilitated deep changes in Russian posturing and forced the establishment of new operational-level formations on Ukraine’s doorstep. These reforms are not yet complete. The force structure continues to undergo expansion. Conversion of the 19th Motor Rifle Brigade into a division in 2020 and plans for a similar enlargement of the 136th and 20th Motor Rifle Brigades confirm the focus on large-scale combat operations, with limited capability to tackle terrorist threats.

This study offers an up-to-date assessment of the Russian force posture and structure in the Southern Military District. In doing so, it will present an analysis of the 8th, the 49th, and the 58th Combined Arms Armies, units directly under the MD command, and airborne and special

---

forces. Next, the paper will analyze assets belonging to the 4th Air and Air Defense Army, which is tasked with air defense duties over Southern Russia. Then, the analysis will focus on the Russian forces deployed to Crimea, which play a key role in the Black Sea basin and beyond. Lastly, the study will analyze the structure of units under the command of the Caspian Flotilla.

**Methodology**

Data on locations of military bases and units were obtained from a variety of Russian open sources. These included business registries, regional and city-level news outlets, Russian Orthodox Church websites, regional eparchies (in particular), and the registry of trial proceedings. To confirm unit identity and subordination, we used an analysis of badges and insignia worn on soldiers’ sleeves or displayed at military events.

Information about maintenance work on power grids, water, and sewage systems also provided high-quality confirmation about the location of military units, as did tenders for planned construction works at military facilities. Another source was regional enlistment offices, which publish information about units that require contract service members; these provided the unit number and the name of the city where the unit is based.

Google Street View, and its Russian equivalent, Yandex Panoramas, also provided recent views of military facilities, predominantly in urban areas, which helped pinpoint the location of military bases and facilities.

Finally, every location was checked using commercially available satellite imagery, to confirm whether there was any movement within bases and thus whether the base was still “active.”

All this helped confirm the existence of around 200 units and subunits in the SMD. This number excludes military storage facilities, Strategic Rocket Forces’ bases, and units belonging to Long-Range and Military Transport Aviation, which, because of their capabilities and ranges, can conduct operations across the entire country.
The Southern Military District: An Overview

As a consequence of the military operations in Crimea and Eastern Ukraine, Russia’s Southern Military District has undergone significant expansion coupled with deep structural and organizational reforms. Figure 1 shows the SMD.

Figure 1. The Southern Military District

Source: Author’s findings. All maps designed by Paweł Wawrzkiewicz.
The SMD is a high-risk district. Although it is the smallest of all the military districts, its forces need to be ready to address a gamut of threats across different spectrums. These include counterterrorism operations in the Caucasus; high-tempo combined-arms operations against Georgia, Ukraine, and NATO in the Black Sea; and protection of Russian interests in the Mediterranean through the deployment of naval task force groups.

To fulfill this task, in the SMD Russia fields three combined-arms armies that can conduct self-sustaining operations in their areas of responsibility (AORs). In terms of echelonment, an army group is an intermediate organizational structure between the Joint Strategic Command (JSC)/military district command on the one end, and brigades/regiments on the other.

The 8th Combined Arms Army was established in 2016-17 and is the newest addition to the land forces’ combat potential. Militarily, its task is to deter Ukraine from taking any wide-scale military actions to retake the Donbas. Offensively, the 8th CAA’s forces are prepositioned to undertake operations in the direction of the Luhansk and Donetsk People’s Republics (LPR and DPR, respectively) or along the Ukrainian coast to the Crimean Peninsula. In this, they cover the eastern and southeastern parts of Ukraine, whereas the WMD’s 20th CAA directly threatens the northern and northeastern parts of the country.

Farther south is the 49th CAA, which is a coastal defense force that protects Russia’s proper Black Sea coast from any invasion forces. Within its structures is the 7th Military Base in Abkhazia, which means that the 49th CAA would reinforce this area and conduct operations in this direction, should hostilities against Georgia break out. The CAA also commands the 34th Mountain Motor Rifle Brigade, which is specifically designed to conduct operations in mountainous areas of the North Caucasus. Focus on counterterrorism activities is also confirmed by the existence of a Spetsnaz regiment within the 49th CAA order of battle.

The eastern parts of the Northern Caucasus are covered by the 58th CAA. The army’s responsibilities range from conducting counterterrorism operations in Dagestan and Chechnya to protecting Russian military presence in occupied South Ossetia (4th Military Base) and undertaking maneuver warfare against the Georgian Armed Forces. In 2020 the 58th CAA’s 19th Motor Rifle Brigade was upgraded to the 19th Motor Rifle Division with plans for the 136th Motor Rifle Brigade to undergo a similar conversion. As a result, the 58th CAA will no longer field any combined-arms brigades, thus reiterating the focus on delivering an abundance of power across the SMD, against either Georgia or Ukraine.

---

On top of these army groups, additional ground combat and support formations are subordinated directly to the district’s commander. These include electronic warfare, Spetsnaz formations, railway formations, and the 102nd Military Base in Gyumri, Armenia.

The SMD also features the 7th Air Assault Division. The unit is based around Novorossiysk, although some of its elements are also deployed in Stavropol and Crimea. Another airborne formation, the 56th Air Assault Brigade from Kamyshin, was recently downgraded to a regiment-level formation and diverted into Feodosia in Crimea, where it will form a regiment subordinated to the 7th Air Assault Division.

The 4th Air and Air Defense Army commands three aviation divisions in the SMD and all army aviation brigades and regiments deployed in the district. Air defense coverage is exercised through two divisions, which are primarily tasked with defending Rostov-on-Don, coastal areas, and Crimea.

On the peninsula, Russia maintains the Black Sea Fleet (BSF), which has also been reorganized and expanded since 2014. Not only has the fleet grown vastly in size, but the quality of surface and subsurface vessels has significantly improved, making the BSF the “youngest” and most modern fleet within the Russian Navy. This growth of Russian components in Crimea also included ground elements, which are centered around the BSF-subordinated 22nd Army Corps.

Lastly, the Caspian Flotilla is also under the command of the JSC South. This is the smallest naval component of the Russian Navy. In recent years, its capabilities also have been strengthened with the addition of new surface combatants, antiship missiles, and a naval infantry regiment that can undertake limited expeditionary operations around the Caspian.
The events of 2014 resulted in Russia having an openly hostile neighbor on its southwestern border. The Ukrainian direction was consequently reinforced using two CAAs. The northern border is “covered” by the WMD-subordinated 20th CAA, whereas the western one, adjacent to the Luhansk and Donetsk Oblasts in Ukraine, is the responsibility of the 8th Combined Arms Army. Figure 2 shows the locations of the 8th Combined Arms Army units.

Figure 2. Units subordinated to the 8th Combined Arms Army

Source: Author’s findings.
The latter was likely created in 2016, although the first reports on its establishment appeared in early 2017.\textsuperscript{3} The main task of the army is to deter Ukraine from undertaking any military operations that would seek to retake the Donbas. At the same time, the unit can undertake limited offensive operations against Ukrainian forces. Its potential would need to be significantly strengthened to allow for wide-scale operations against Ukraine: not only is the latter’s presence near the occupied territories already quite substantial,\textsuperscript{4} but the mobilization potential of the Ukrainian armed forces allows for quick redeployment of troops and reinforcement of threatened areas.

The core of the 8\textsuperscript{th} CAA is deployed around Rostov-on-Don and Novocherkassk (HQ), although some of its elements are located as far away as Volgograd and Znamensk. The army’s combat potential rests on the 150\textsuperscript{th} Motor Rifle Division. The unit was developed from the 33\textsuperscript{rd} Motor Rifle Brigade (Mountain), which was previously stationed in Maykop and was subordinated to the 49\textsuperscript{th} CAA. In 2015 the brigade moved to Novocherkassk\textsuperscript{5} and was used as a basis for the creation of the 150\textsuperscript{th} MRD.

The division maneuver units consist of six regiments, which means that the 150 MRD is fully developed. It fields the 102\textsuperscript{nd} and 103\textsuperscript{rd} Motor Rifle Regiments (located in Persianovskiy and Rostov-on-Don, respectively) and the 68\textsuperscript{th} and 163\textsuperscript{rd} Tank Regiments (Persianovskiy and Chkalova). These are supported by the 933\textsuperscript{rd} Air Defense Regiment (Millerovo) and the 381\textsuperscript{st} Artillery Regiment (Chkalova).

The division also has several combat and logistics support units, which include the 221st Engineer-Sapper Battalion (Kamensk-Shakhtinsky), 258th Communications Battalion (Persianovskiy), 174th Reconnaissance Battalion (Persianovskiy), and the 152nd Logistics Battalion (Persianovskiy).

As clearly seen in Figure 3, many assets are under the 150\textsuperscript{th} MRD’s command station in Persianovskiy, 12 km (7 miles) north of Novocherkassk. The base was built from scratch between late 2015/early 2016 and late 2017. The pace of construction—which was remarkable compared to other infrastructure projects—indicated a sense of urgency.\textsuperscript{6}

\textsuperscript{3} In Russia, typically the first media reports on new units occur when they had already been activated.

\textsuperscript{4} Approximately four motorized, one tank, one artillery and two airmobile brigades.


\textsuperscript{6} To compare, the air base in Chkalovsk, Kaliningrad Oblast, underwent modernization for seven years. Closer to Ukraine, Voronezh Malshevo Air Base underwent a similar upgrade, which also took seven years.
Each large shelter can accommodate 64 vehicles, which gives a total of 576 vehicles for shelters seen in the image above. However, many armored vehicles are parked in open spaces, which can further hold approximately 900 vehicles. There is certainly enough space within Persianovskiy for additional reinforcements.

The base is also located near a road and a rail line, both of which run in the north-south direction. This allows the division to be deployed through Shakhty straight into the LPR or through Rostov-on-Don, farther south, to DPR. Alternatively, a disembarkment in Taganrog would indicate a possible move against Ukraine’s Mariupol.

For maneuver operations, apart from the 150th MRD, the 8th CAA also fields the Volgograd-based 20th Motor Rifle Brigade. The brigade provides additional flexibility to the army’s commander. Given that the brigade is “heavy,” it is predisposed to undertake high-tempo

---

7 The brigade is earmarked for a conversion into a mechanized division. Роман Крецул, Алексей Рамм, А теперь «20-я»: легендарное гвардейское соединение вернется в строй, Известия, 25 Апр. 2021.

8 It fields one T-90 and three BMP-3 battalions.
operations in support of the 150th MRD operations, for instance, as a motor rifle reserve. At the same time, given the firepower the brigade can deliver, it can also conduct independent operations along small frontage where speed and decisiveness are crucial to achieving a breakthrough of enemy lines.

According to Lieutenant-General Leonid Holopatiuk, Chief of Main Department of Military Cooperation and Verification of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, the 8th CAA operationally controls the 1st and 2nd Army Corps, which are deployed in LPR and DPR. Altogether they field 35,000 personnel, 481 tanks, 914 armored vehicles, 720 artillery systems, and 202 multiple launch rocket systems (MLRSs)9 (although this is probably an overestimate of the actual strength of the LPR and DPR forces).

As already stated, whereas the composition of maneuver units within the structures of an army group varies depending on where they are deployed, the composition of support units is more predictable. Each CAA fields a nuclear, chemical, biological (NCB) defense regiment; an engineer-sapper regiment; and other brigade-level formations (air defense, artillery, missile brigade, and logistics).

It seems that the composition of combat units fielded within the CAA took its final form and that no additional units will be stood up. However, the structure of support units is less clear.

The 39th NCB Defense Regiment is in Oktyabrskiy.10 The unit provides army-level CBRN protection for operational forces, but it can also take an active part in offensive and defensive operations through the use of its flamethrower elements. In particular, the regiment fields the TOS-1A Solntsepek heavy flamethrowers equipped with 24 thermobaric munitions that can effectively engage targets at 6,000 meters and can cover an area of up to 10 acres. It is used to soften up fortified positions and manpower, and create gaps in the frontlines that could be exploited by tank and motor rifle units.

In late 2019, the 33rd Engineer-Sapper Regiment was formed in Volgograd,11 The 238th Artillery Brigade was established in Korenovsk around the same time, but information about its structure, and even about the equipment it fields, is scarce.12


When speaking to *Krasnaya Zvezda* in March 2019, the Commander of SMD, Colonel General Aleksandr Dvornikov,\(^\text{13}\) stated that a new missile brigade had been set up in the SMD.\(^\text{14}\) As the 8\(^{\text{th}}\) CAA was the sole army group lacking short-range ballistic missile capability, the new unit was likely placed under its command. However, it is unclear what designation the unit has or where it is located. The Moscow-based Centre for Analysis of Strategies and Technologies (CAST) suggested that this could pertain to the 464\(^{\text{th}}\) Missile Brigade that was stationed in Znamensk in 2009 before being disbanded.\(^\text{15}\) Although assigning this designation would follow the standard Russian practice of reviving previously demobilized units, there is no information available in open sources that confirms the revival of the 464\(^{\text{th}}\) Missile Brigade. That said, according to an announcement posted on the Andropov Municipal District’s website, the 72\(^{\text{nd}}\) Independent Missile Battalion (отдельный ракетный дивизион: орд), belonging to the 8\(^{\text{th}}\) CAA, is located in the city of Dyadkovskaya, Krasnodar Territory. If this is correct, it is likely that the brigade will also be deployed therein.\(^\text{16}\)

Concurrently, the 8\(^{\text{th}}\) CAA still lacks an air defense brigade that would provide army-level protection of its ground components. Although there were reports that a new air defense brigade would be stood up in the SMD, it is not clear whether this plan materialized.\(^\text{17}\)

Lastly, to fully support its constituent units, the CAA should also field a logistics brigade. However, here again, no information is available about the existence of such a brigade within the 8\(^{\text{th}}\) CAA—although it is likely that such a brigade is operational given the roles assigned to the army.

\(^{13}\) Promoted to Army General in June 2020.


\(^{16}\) Vodorazdel-adm.ru, «О порядке комплектования в 2019 году соединений и воинских частей военного округа, других войск, воинских формирований и органов военнослужащими, проходящими военную службу по контракту», [https://tinyurl.com/3uaytwda](https://tinyurl.com/3uaytwda).

The 49th Combined Arms Army

The 49th CAA’s order of battle is more robust, at least on paper, which could be explained not only by its age (it was created in 2010), but also by the different threats it is tasked with addressing. Figure 4 shows the locations of the 49th Combined Arms Army units.

Figure 4. Units under the command of the 49th Combined Arms Army

Source: Author’s findings.

The 49th Combined Arms Army protects Russia’s proper Black Sea coast against any invading forces; it can undertake ground operations to Abkhazia; and its specialized elements can conduct mountain warfare missions in the Caucasus, both against conventional and unconventional opposing forces. That said, to conduct the first two missions, the army would need to be significantly strengthened. In its current shape, the entire 49th CAA is estimated to field just one tank battalion. It also is the smallest of the CAAs in the SMD, because parts of it were diverted to a location near Ukraine to be the nucleus of what later became the 8th CAA.

The HQ of the Army Group is located in Stavropol, and its command is exercised through the 66th Command (C4I) Brigade.
The main maneuver element of the army is the 205th Motor Rifle Brigade from Pokoynoye, north of Budyonnovsk. The brigade fields one tank and three motor rifle battalions. Although the tank battalion has four companies of T-72B3s, the motor rifle battalions consist only of MT-LB multipurpose tracked armored vehicles and several BTR-80s. Its artillery capabilities are more developed and include a mix of BM-21Ms MLRSs and 2S19M2 Msta-S howitzers. The latter type is the newest upgrade to the Msta-S howitzer family. Produced since 2013, it features digital electronic maps and a camouflage system that reduces the thermal footprint of the vehicle. A new automatic fire control system delivers 10 rounds per minute and can engage targets in a simultaneous fire attack mode.18

The 34th Independent Motor Rifle Brigade (Mountain) is located in Storozhevaya in the Caucasus. The unit was established in the mid 2000s, directly at President Putin’s orders. This came in response to growing terrorist threats around the Caucasus and the need to strengthen porous southern borders in order to prevent Chechen terrorists and warlords from further infiltrating Russian borders. Therefore, initially, the main role of the brigade was to support the Federal Border Service in controlling the state border, but also to conduct operations against separatists and to protect the civilian population from terrorist attacks.19 These threats have mostly subsided since then, and so has the role of mountain brigades. Initially, two were established, the 33rd and 34th, under the command of the 49th CAA, but the former was deployed to Novocherkassk to lay the foundations of the 150th Motor Rifle Division.

In terms of heavy equipment, the unit fields mostly MT-LBs for movement in flat terrain and 2S1 Gvozdika SPH for artillery support.20 To support movement in mountainous terrain, the brigade uses horses to carry troops and equipment.21 The brigade has more than 80 horses, which form “pack-transport platoons.” Horses are divided into bundles of four, which together can carry around 300 kg of cargo.22


20 Архыз 24, Горная мотострелковая бригада в КЧР в свой юбилей продемонстрировала гостям праздника боевую технику, 22 June 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NkAJ-eQc4wU&channel=%D0%90%D1%85%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%B2.


In 2015 the 90th Air Defense Brigade was established to provide army-level air defense coverage.23 The unit was initially equipped with the 9K317 Buk-M2, although press reports from mid 2020 suggested that the unit will be converted to carry the 9K317M Buk-M3. The brigade is stationed in Afipskiy and is the westernmost unit within the 49th CAA. The unit is near a rail line that ultimately leads to the Kerch Strait. Therefore, apart from its notional role of defending coastal areas, the 90th Air Defense Brigade also can be used to reinforce Russian units in Crimea.

Another new addition to the 49th CAA order of battle is the 227th Artillery Brigade, deployed south of Maykop. The brigade was dissolved in 2009 on the wave of Serdyukov’s reforms but was reinstated in December 2016 to provide the army group with additional artillery support.24 The brigade is predominately equipped with towed howitzers, such as 2A65 Msta-Bs and D-30s. It also fields BM-27 Uragan MLRSs and 2S19M2 Msta-S SPHs.25

In terms of short-range missile support, the 49th CAA fields the 1st Missile Brigade in Molkino. The brigade was converted from Tochka-U to the OTRK operational-tactical missile system (Operativno-Takticheskiy Rakety Kompleks—OTRK) Iskander in 2011. The Iskander is designed to engage high-value targets at a range of up to 500 km, although the introduction of a new missile has reportedly increased the range of the system beyond the INF-mandated range.26 Iskanders are designed for deep-strike operations against stationary and movable targets, such as SAM and ballistic missile sites, air bases, ports, command and control (C2) facilities, factories, and hardened targets. A standard Iskander brigade comprises 12 launchers and 12 transport-loading vehicles; this translates to three battalions, each with two batteries.

In terms of combat support, the army group can rely on the 99th Logistics Brigade (Maykop), 14th NCB Regiment (unidentified location and designation)27 and the 32nd Engineer-Sapper Regiment (Afipskiy).

---


The 49th CAA also controls the 7th Military Base, located in Gudauta, Abkhazia. The unit fields one T-72B3 battalion, at least two BTR-82AM battalions, and some BMP-3s.\(^{28,29}\) It thus has a mixed structure of heavy and light assets that can be sealifted for expeditionary missions. Operationally, as evidenced by the 2008 war with Georgia, the units subordinated to the 7th Military Base can undertake amphibious operations on the Georgian coast to create a new front and open up new axes of advance. Units under the command of the 7th Military Base are on “constant combat duty” and undergo “enhanced combat training.”\(^{30}\)

Given the scope of threats that Russian forces in the SMD need to address, the Army Group also commands at least three special forces and intelligence-driven units. First is the 217th Independent Electronic Intelligence Centre, which is tasked with conducting SIGINT operations within the 49th CAA AOR. Second is the 689th Command and Intelligence Centre, which coordinates all intelligence activities conducted in the southwestern parts of the SMD. Third is the 19th Independent Spetsnaz Company, which was stood up in 2017. This development follows a coordinated plan to establish special forces companies within each land force’s CAA. In contrast to reconnaissance brigades, which conduct long-range, deep reconnaissance in support of army group or district-level operations, independent reconnaissance companies are trained to conduct assault actions, such as raids and ambushes closer to the front line.\(^{31}\)

To provide an additional high-readiness unit in support of the 2014 Sochi Olympics, the 25th Spetsnaz Regiment was stood up in 2011 in Stavropol. It is operationally controlled by the 49th CAA rather than being subordinated to the Main Intelligence Directorate.\(^{32}\)


The 58th Combined Arms Army

The final CAA in the Southern Military District is the most robust and capable. The 58th CAA’s area of responsibility covers the eastern parts of the Caucasus Ridge. Its elements were heavily involved in the Second Chechen War and spearheaded the Russian offensive against Georgian forces in August 2008. Although the army is located in the North Ossetia, Ingushetia, and Chechnya Republics, which traditionally were the source of terrorist activities in the region, the current force posture and structure indicate that relatively little concern is being paid to this threat. Figure 5 shows the locations of the 58th Combined Arms Army units.

Figure 5. Units under the command of the 58th Combined Arms Army

Source: Author’s findings.
Main combat elements of the 58th CAA include two motor rifle divisions, a motor rifle brigade, and a military base in Russian-occupied South Ossetia. Consequently, the main focus is on the conduct of combined-arms, high-end operations with quick delivery of the preponderance of power against a conventional opponent. Georgia was perhaps seen as the biggest threat to Russian interests in the region. However, the goal of this heavy force structure in the eastern parts of the Caucasus also serves as a deterrent against growing Turkish presence in the region, especially following the 2020 Azerbaijani offensive against Armenia in the Nagorno-Karabakh.

The main maneuver force of the Army Group rests on the 42nd Motor Rifle Division (HQ Khankala), which was formed in 2016, having previously been disbanded in 2008. The division is based in the Chechen Republic. It fields three motor rifle regiments—the 70th, 71st, and 291st—which are stationed in Shali, Kalinovskaya, and Borzoy, respectively. There are no tank regiments within the division. Heavy armor is instead provided by tank battalions within these motor rifle regiments that altogether deploy around 90 T-72B3s MBTs.

Shali also hosts the 50th SPH Artillery Regiment. The 245th Air Defense Battalion is stationed in Khankala, where the remaining support battalions of the division are located. They include the 417th Reconnaissance Battalion, 378th Communications Battalion, 539th Engineer-Sapper Battalion, 474th Logistics Battalion, 150th Anti-tank Squadron, and 106th Medical Battalion.

Sometime in 2020, the Sputnik-based 19th Motor Rifle Brigade was converted into the 19th Motor Rifle Division (MRD), and its new structures were tested during the Kavkaz-20 strategic-operational exercise in September 2020. The exact composition of the unit is unclear. If previous steps to reactive earlier disbanded subunits are to be followed, the division will comprise three motor rifle regiments, one artillery regiment, and one air defense regiment. Within the division, at least one motor rifle regiment is now fully stood up, to fulfil missions assigned to the 58th CAA. To support the expansion of the 19th MRD, a new military base in Sunzhensky District (Ingushetia Republic) is to be built, to house a new regiment. The pace

---


36 One is possibly the 503rd Motor Rifle Regiment.

of reestablishing other subunits will largely depend on the ability of the division to recruit new and retain old personnel.

Additional maneuver flexibility is provided by the 136th Motor Rifle Brigade, which is stationed in Buynaksk.\(^{38}\) The unit is considered “heavy,” because it has three BMP-3-equipped battalions supported by one T-90 battalion. This composition suggests that the unit is earmarked for operations in open terrain, where it can maneuver, rather than in mountainous areas of the northern Caucasus. In early 2019, Interfax-AVH reported that the brigade could also be converted into a division; however, as of mid 2021, no information is available to confirm whether the change has occurred.\(^{39}\) Buynaksk is the southernmost city in Dagestan with access to a rail line. From there, the line goes north and leads either to Makhachkala or Kaspyisk on the Caspian Sea or to Grozny in Chechnya. Consequently, the brigade can either support the 42nd MRD or serve as the main combat force defending the Caspian Sea basin.

The command of the 58th CAA is exercised through the 34th C4I Brigade, deployed in Vladikavkaz. The 67th Air Defense Brigade stations are in Sputnik, and the 291st Artillery Brigade is in Troitskaya. Apart from fielding the standard 2S19 Msta-S SPH and BM-27 Uragan MLRS, the artillery brigade also fields 240mm 2S4 Tulipan self-propelled mortars and 203mm 2S7 Pion self-propelled guns. By 2022 Russia plans to conclude a modernization effort that seeks to upgrade the capabilities of both the 2S4 and the 2S7.\(^{40}\) This upgrade likely includes cooperative capability between aircraft, UAVs, and forward observers and artillery systems. Both systems fill the gap that occurred after the Tochka-U SSMs were withdrawn from service (minimum range of 15 km (9 miles)) and will supplement future 152mm 2S35 Coalition self-propelled gun-howitzers in delivering high-accuracy high-powered artillery rounds.

The army also deploys two units in Mozdok. The 12th Missile Brigade provides the commander with short-range precise strike capability through the Iskander missile system.

The city also hosts the experimental 100th Reconnaissance Brigade, which was set up to test a new T&E and role for Russian reconnaissance units, partly based on the US Cavalry Scout concept.\(^{41}\) The unit was also to receive new reconnaissance and radio-electronic warfare

---


\(^{40}\) Тасс, Российская армия получила одну из самых мощных в мире самоходных пушек после модернизации, Тасс, 16 Apr. 2020, https://tass.ru/arniya-i-opk/8256869.

systems to fulfil its new missions, and—what, at that time, was seen as an avant-garde solution—a dedicated helicopter squadron. However, as early as 2012 the unit was reportedly on the verge of being disbanded by the new MoD leadership, which considered the 100th Reconnaissance Brigade’s model of operation to be already outdated. Exercises conducted between 2009-2012 showed that the brigade was overweight and lacked structural cohesion.

Although the latest information about the unit comes from 2018, the unit is likely still operational. The creation of a dedicated reconnaissance brigade concept was revised and improved, which is confirmed by the establishment of the 96th Reconnaissance Brigade in the Western Military District. That said, the exact composition of the unit remains classified. According to a Russian journalist, Alexei Ramm, the brigade comprises a reconnaissance battalion, which consists of deep reconnaissance and special-purpose companies. The brigade also fields EW and UAV subunits. A 2018 Interfax news item listed five battalions altogether within the brigade—airborne assault, reconnaissance, special purpose, electronic reconnaissance, and unmanned aerial vehicles—as well as a howitzer artillery battalion. But this remains unconfirmed.

The 40th NCB Regiment is stationed in Michurino, whereas the logistics support on an army level is provided by the 78th Logistics Brigade. The latter seems to be divided between two locations. The main elements are in Pokoynoye (possibly co-located with the 205th Motor Rifle Brigade); the bridging and automobile battalions are deployed farther north, in Volgograd. Lastly, the 58th CAA holds operational control over the 4th Military Base in South Ossetia. The main elements of the base are located in Tskhinvali. Russia has maintained its presence there since 1992, initially as a part of the Joint Peacekeeping Force established in the aftermath of the 1991-92 Georgian–Ossetian conflict. Following the 2008 war with Georgia, Russia

recognized South Ossetian independence and formally established a military base there in 2009. The main role of the unit is to conduct high-tempo combined-arms operations along the flat terrain towards Gori. If the city is taken, Tbilisi would then be directly threatened.

The 4th Military Base has a brigade-level strength. It has a motor rifle structure that includes one tank and three motor rifle battalions. The base is reinforced with a 9K37 Buk-M1 air defense battalion and an MLRS artillery battalion for short-range counterbattery fire missions. The main role of the 4th and 7th Military Bases is to deter Georgia from any attempts to retake lost provinces.
Units Subordinated to the Southern Military District Command

In addition to the three combined arms armies that can conduct operations independently, the SMD commander can also rely on approximately 17 units that can support maneuver, serve as force multipliers, or provide logistics support. Figure 6 shows the locations of units subordinated to the SMD commander.
Figure 6. Units under the command of the SMD commander

Source: Author’s findings.
At the top of this chain of units is the Aksay-based 175th Command (C4I) Brigade, through which the command of the SMD forces is exercised. It allows for the undisrupted C2 of all motor rifle, tank, artillery, and missile formations within the SMD. This is provided through all available communications channels, including radio relay, satellite, or tropospheric communication. The brigade also provides secure video conferencing and IP telephony. Each year the brigade conducts a long-range radio relay exercise that seeks to manage theater-wide operations.

Some Russian sources also state that an additional unit located in the SMD is tasked with providing communications for district forces. This is the 176th Communications Brigade (Territorial), which is located in Stepnoy.  

At the same time, district-level electronic warfare capability is provided by the 19th EW Brigade, which is located in Kovalevka, close to the 22nd Spetsnaz Brigade’s base. The brigade was stood up in 2015 in an attempt to gather all EW units under one command and to provide operational-strategic EW capability. The facts that the unit was established in 2015 and that it is close to Ukraine indicate that its primary objective is also Ukraine.

Each military district also fields an air defense brigade, which has the role of providing theater-level air defense coverage for land forces. These brigades hinder the movement of opposing forces’ aircraft at medium distances, but they also, similar to the VKS, have standoff, long-range capability. In the SMD’s case, in 2014 the 77th Air Defense Brigade was stood up in Korenovsk, which was the first unit in the Russian ground forces that received the S-300V4 SAM system. 

This is the latest variant of the venerable S-300 family of air defense systems. It is equipped with a new hit-to-kill missile, which makes it optimal to engage cruise and ballistic missiles. The S-300V4 can engage targets at ranges of up to 400 km (248 miles) and altitudes of 40 km (24 miles), which also makes it optimal to attack high-value aerial assets such as AWACS, or jammer aircraft. The system’s engagement umbrella was increased twofold compared to its

---


50 Сергей Голобородько, Кореновск. Учения в 77-й зенитно-ракетной бригаде, 3 Feb. 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3jlbbYLas&ab_channel=%D0%A1%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B3%D0%B5 %D0%B9%D0%93%D0%BE%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%B1%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B4%D1%8C%D0% VA%D0%BE. Also, Алексей Рамм, Зенитно-ракетные комплексы получат эффективную защиту, Независимая газета, 17 Sept. 2020, https://nvo.ng.ru/nvo/2020-09-17/4_1109_protection.html.
predecessor, through the introduction of “new technologies and hardware” and the implementation of an automated battle management system.51

Also at the disposal of the military district commander is the 439th Reactive Artillery Brigade from Znamensk. The unit fields the BM-30 Smerch and 9A52-4 Tornado MLRS.52 The brigade’s role is to provide counter-battery fire against opposing forces’ artillery means. Concurrently, the system is designed to attack missile, artillery, and mortar batteries; destroy strongpoints; and eliminate enemy nodes of resistance. With its missiles, the Smerch can engage targets up to 90 km (55 miles) away, which cannot be matched by any artillery units near Russia’s southern borders. One Smerch launcher can cover the area of 67.2 hectares (ha) (0.25 square miles), compared to 4 ha for the BM-21 and 29 ha for the BM-27. One battery of eight launchers can disorganize opposing forces’ division-level operations. Three launchers can provide a comparable level of destruction to two Tochka-U-equipped brigades.

The 28th NCB Brigade based in Kamyshin provides CBRN protection at the district level. At the same time, NCB units disrupt opposing forces target detection and precision-guided munitions strikes by deploying smoke and aerosol screens to conceal friendly forces.53 An NCB Brigade, similar to an NCB regiment, also possesses a combat element, which comes in the form of a TOS-1/TOS-1A heavy flamethrower battalion. An NCB Brigade differs from an NCB Regiment in that the former is also tasked with the provision of CBRN capability for the Russian Ministry of Emergencies, which among others was practiced during the 2020 iteration of the “Kavkaz” exercise.54 Still, it should be stressed that if the situation demands, elements detached from an army-level NCB regiment could be involved in disaster mitigation efforts.

In Kamensk-Shakhtinsky, the 11th Engineering Brigade is tasked with setting up fortifications, building command posts, setting up minefields, and demining. The unit can be also engaged in camouflaging troop deployment areas.

In 2016 the 10th Maintenance-Evacuation Regiment was established in Slavyansk-na-Kubani. The regiment is composed of two battalions, one tasked with evacuation and one with

equipment repair and restoration. Plans reportedly call for a reconnaissance company to be established within such regiments. The creation of regiments dedicated to restoration and maintenance has freed up resources of front-line units, which had been previously tasked with the evacuation of damaged equipment from the battlefield. At the same time, resources available to regiment-size formations are greater than those provided to front-line subunits, which has resulted in an increased pace of evacuating damaged equipment from the battlefield and faster times of returning it to service.55

Railway transport, which is key for long-distance troop mobility on a district level, is provided by the 37th and 39th Independent Railway Troops Brigades, based in Volgograd and Timashevsk, respectively.

Finally, the SMD commander has operational control of the 102nd Military Base in Armenia. The unit has two main bases. One is located in the city of Gyumri, where the main elements of the Russian presence in Armenia are located. Additional subunits, mostly aviation, are located in Yerevan.

In Gyumri, Russia seems to deploy a combined-arms brigade. The main combat elements include one T-72B and three BMP-2 battalions. Artillery assets within the artillery battalion comprise the 2S1 Gvozdika SPH and BM-21 Grad MLRS.56 The commander of the 102nd Military Base also commands all Russian aviation assets in Armenia (3624th Aviation Base). Apart from a squadron of Mi-24s and Mi-8s, the aviation component also includes a squadron (18 airframes) of MiG-29s, both of which station in Erebuni Airport.57 These fixed-wing assets are to be replaced by Su-30SMs, which was to occur in the 2020-21 timeframe, but yet failed to materialize.58

The main training range for units located in Gyumri is at the Bagramyan Military Training Area, some 100 km south of the city. Consequently, any military exercises need to include a mobility drill as well. Although some troops can be airlifted, hardware is moved by rail.

---


Some sources state that the air defense of the Russian units in Armenia is provided by the 988th Air Defense Regiment. This includes one battery each of S-300V3 and Buk-M1 and M2. 


60 MrBurjuin, ПВО 102-ой российской военной базы в Армении/102nd Russian military base in Armenia. Air Defense, MrBurjuin, 26 May 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K-eWohWGmFI.
Airborne Forces and Special Forces

Three Spetsnaz brigades and one air assault division are deployed in the SMD. Figure 7 shows the locations of the airborne and special forces units. These include the 22nd Spetsnaz Brigade in Stepnoy, the 10th Spetsnaz Brigade from Molkino, and the 346th Spetsnaz Brigade from Prokhladny. These brigades are tasked with conducting deep reconnaissance behind the enemy’s lines against strategic-value targets. The latter two units’ AOR seems to be the Caucasus and support of military operations in this theater. Although the 22nd Spetsnaz Brigade was previously engaged in operations in Dagestan and in Georgia, its focus seems to have shifted towards Ukraine because of its proximity to it. That said, all these units could likely be deployed anywhere within the SMD, or within Russia and abroad for that matter, where the situation demands special force presence or long-range reconnaissance activity.

---

61 Co-located with the 176th Communications Brigade.
Figure 7. Locations of airborne and special forces units in the SMD

Source: Author’s findings.

The 74th Spetsnaz Radio-Engineering Regiment, which is located in Izobilny, also supports these special forces missions.

The 7th Air-Assault Division is in Novorossiysk, although operationally it is controlled by the Airborne Forces HQ. The division is earmarked for operation in the mountainous environment of the Caucasus. The addition of a new airborne regiment in Crimea\(^2\) has expanded divisional

AOR, which now also includes the defense of the peninsula. That said, given the training the personnel undergo, divisional subunits can be also deployed to the Middle East or Central Asia.

The division fields the 108th and 247th Air Assault Regiments, which are located in Novorossiysk and Stavropol, respectively. In 2017 the 171st Air Assault Battalion was set up in Feodosia, Crimea. It was to be upgraded into a regiment in 2021; however, in April 2021 Sergei Shoigu announced that the 56th Air Assault Brigade would be deployed from Kamyshin into Feodosia and would be downgraded to a regiment, presumably under the command of the 7th Air Assault Division.

Out of these three regiments, only one battalion from the 108th Regiment is understood to field the newest BMD-4 and BTR-MDM air-droppable combat vehicles. Consequently, the division is still predominantly equipped with BMD-2s and BTR-Ds.

Each air assault regiment fields one airborne battalion, which is tasked with conducting airborne (parachute) operations to capture air bases and/or landing zones. The follow-on forces would then be deployed via rotary- or fixed-wing assets.

It is also understood that a tank battalion has been set up within the division’s order of battle. Each Russian airborne division has been up-armored with tank battalions, which indicates a shift as to how airborne and air assault divisions are to be utilized on the battlefield. Indeed, the inclusion of organic air defense regiments (ADRs) and now tank battalions indicate that the Airborne Troops (Vozdushno-Desantnye Voyska: VDV) divisions need to maintain readiness to operate independently or within a larger grouping of forces in any strategic direction in conventional, high-tempo operations.

To support maneuvers are the 1141st Artillery Regiment from Anapa and the 3rd Air Defense Regiment from Novorossiysk.

The division also has the 629th Engineer-Sapper Battalion and the 1681st Logistics Battalion; the command is exercised through the 743rd Communications Battalion.

In 2017 the 150th Separate Repair and Restoration Battalion of the Airborne Forces was established in Orekhovo-Zuevo to provide these capabilities to airborne units near the

---

battlefield areas. The unit is characterized by high mobility. Its personnel can relocate to support exercises and military operations where VDV forces are engaged.

Two, seemingly different but concurrent, reforms are being implemented in the VDV units. On the one hand, as already stated, airborne and air assault divisions have had their firepower and mission envelope increased. But at the same time, VDV’s air assault brigades are being provided with the organic rotary-wing capability to increase flexibility and readiness. During the Kavkaz-2020 strategic-operational exercise, a BMD-4M-equipped battalion was airdropped, along with an airmobile medical detachment, which was a novelty. From an operational point of view, airborne forces were used as a mobile reserve with various VDV formations operating in various depths of enemy defenses and on the flanks to achieve operational-tactical and tactical results. Airborne battalions from air assault brigades operated and commanded an army aviation unit and deployed to areas that were threatened by the enemy’s operations.

The 31st Air Assault Brigade (Central Military District) is the experimental unit. It operates an organic air unit to test this concept, which was originally employed during the Centre-2018 exercise. According to Izvestia, because these tests proved to be positive, each air assault brigade will now be equipped with a new battalion for the conduct of such missions, and each airborne and air assault division will field two new battalions. It is not clear whether new battalions will be established or existing subunits will be converted to undertake new missions.

---


The 4th Air and Air Defense Army

Combat aviation

The Aerospace Forces (Vozdushno-Kosmicheskiye Sily: VKS) control the 4th Air and Air Defense Army (AADA), which is responsible for the air defense of southern Russia. Specifically, the army fulfills several roles. Firstly, through SAM regiments, it provides defense capability over strategically important sites and areas. Secondly, aviation assets under its command can conduct combat air operations against all threats, from combating terrorists in mountainous regions of the Northern Caucasus to undertaking missions against a conventional opponent, such as Georgia or Ukraine. The AADA also manages many independent early-warning sites within the SMD, which feed information to regional air defense centers and then to the VKS command. This allows Russia to increase the size of its early-warning scanning efforts and networks and thus increase the readiness of the force to respond to various air threats. Figure 8 shows air and air defense units under the command of the 4th AADA.
The 4th AADA fields three aviation divisions (nine aviation regiments altogether), one independent (transport) regiment, two air bases, one army aviation brigade, and three army aviation regiments.

Concurrently, the army also controls two air defense divisions, which are composed of five SAM regiments and three radio-technical (radar) regiments.

In Krymsk is stationed the 1st Composite Aviation Division (Smeshnnaya Aviatsionnaya Diviziya: SAD), which is the largest aviation formation under the command of the 4th AADA. It is responsible for combating all threats within the Army’s AOR. Because of the division’s
proximity to Ukraine, the unit is also likely to be at a higher level of readiness than other units, and, should hostilities break out, the 1\textsuperscript{st} SAD will also be tasked with conducting initial combat operations.

The division operates three combat aviation regiments. The 3\textsuperscript{rd} Composite Aviation Regiment (\textit{Smeshnnyi Aviatsionnyi Polk: SAP}) stations in Krymsk. The unit is composed of three Su-27 squadrons (two Su-27SM(3) and one Su-27P).\textsuperscript{68} Several Su-30M2 trainer aircraft are also deployed at the base. \textit{Izvestia} reported in 2019 that the 3\textsuperscript{rd} SAP could be the first front-line unit to receive the Su-57 fifth-generation multifunctional fighter aircraft (the other alternative is the 38\textsuperscript{th} Fighter Aviation Regiment at Belbek).\textsuperscript{69}

The 31\textsuperscript{st} Fighter Aviation Regiment (\textit{Istrebitelnyi Aviatsionnyi Polk: IAP}) is located in Millerovo. The unit has two fully equipped Su-30SM squadrons. There are also more than 20 MiG-29s at the base, but they do not seem to have moved for the past few years. It is thus possible that they are not operational.

The air base in Morozovsk hosts the 559\textsuperscript{th} Bomber Aviation Regiment (\textit{Bombardirovochni Aviatsionnyi Polk: BAP}). The unit is equipped with three squadrons of Su-34 fighter-bomber aircraft (36 aircraft).

In 2016 the 4\textsuperscript{th} SAD was established, with the HQ at the Marinovka Air Base, to provide an additional C2 body to manage the growing number of aviation assets under the command of the 4\textsuperscript{th} AADA.

At Marinovka is the 11\textsuperscript{th} SAP, which provides reconnaissance capability to the division and then to the higher echelon. Around 2014-15, the unit received Su-24Ms that were diverted from Morozovsk as Su-34 deliveries commenced. Altogether, 36 airframes are deployed at the base, although it is not clear how many are in active service.

The 368\textsuperscript{th} Assault Aviation Regiment (\textit{Shturmovoy Aviatsionnyi Polk: ShAP}) is deployed at the Budyonnovsk Air Base. The unit is equipped with two squadrons of Su-25SM/SM3 and is thus tasked with providing close-air support for ground units. The base also hosts the 487\textsuperscript{th} Independent Helicopter Regiment (see below).

Lastly, the 4\textsuperscript{th} SAD commands the 960\textsuperscript{th} ShAP at the Primorsko-Akhtarsk. The unit is equipped with three squadrons of the Su-25SM/SM3.


In November 2014, a few months after Crimea was incorporated into the Russian Federation, the VKS established the 27th SAD at the Belbek Air Base to manage air assets under its command that were deployed to the peninsula.\(^70\) The division was quickly reinforced to ensure that Russian air capability was viable and able to operate against a range of conventional threats.

The division is composed of three regiments:

- The 37th SAP is deployed at Gvardeyskoye. It has one squadron each of Su-24Ms and Su-25SMs.\(^71\) These were redeployed from the 559th BAP and 960 ShAP, respectively, in 2014-15.\(^72\)

- The 38th IAP is at Belbek and fields two squadrons of Su-27s and Su-27UBs that were diverted from the 3rd SAP in 2014.

- The 39th Helicopter Regiment (Vertoliotnyi Polk: VP) is deployed at the Dzhankoi Air Base. It too was already formed in 2014. The regiment fields Ka-52s, Mi-28N/Mi-35Ms, and Mi-8AMTSh helicopters, although it is unclear how many of those are deployed at the base.\(^73\) The Mi-8 squadron is likely at full strength; so is the Mi-28N/Mi-25M mix. From eight to 10 Ka-52s are at the base. Figure 9 shows a satellite image of the Dzhankoi Air Base.


\(^71\) It is possible that fewer than 12 Su-25SMs are deployed at the base. Satellite imagery shows around 8-10 aircraft at Gvardeyskoye.


\(^73\) Millet Channel, 5 - летие вертолётного полка, Millet Channel, 9 July 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MsoCb06ulC0.
The 4th AADA also directly manages some aviation bases and independent regiments.

At the Erebuni Air Base, the Russian air assets are centered around the 3624th Aviation Base (described above).

The 3661st Aviation Base at Mozdok seems to serve as the main logistical hub for assets that seek to control the airspace around the North Caucasus. At the same time, assets operating from Mozdok can project power beyond Russia’s mainland. The base was the main Russian aviation hub during the 2008 war with Georgia. It serves as a refueling station for aircraft headed for Syria, including tactical and strategic aviation.

The 30th Independent Transport Composite Aviation Regiment (Otdelnyi Transportnyi Smeshnnyi Aviatsionnyi Polk: OTSAP) is based at the Rostov-on-Don Tsentralny Air Base. The
unit provides airlift capability to the 4th AADA HQ. It fields a mix of An-12, An-26, An-148, Il-22, L-310, and Tu-134s airlifters. There is also a helicopter squadron attached to the unit, equipped with Mi-8s and Mi-26s for tactical troop airlift.  

All army aviation units were subordinated to the Air Force Command between 2003 and 2015; since 2015 they have organizationally reported to the VKS Command. The VKS is responsible for training, manning, and provision of equipment for army aviation brigades and regiments—although, from the operational point of view, army aviation conducts missions tasked by the JSC Command.  

Consequently, the ground forces HQ, as such, does not field any organic rotary-wing capability. The issue of whether this should be changed has been ongoing in Russia for many years but has so far yielded no results.  

Although VDV units are attached with helicopter squadrons to increase the readiness and flexibility of airmobile subunits, it seems that the VKS will continue to manage the rotary-wing fleet in support of ground operations in the medium term.  

In 2015, under the command of the 4th AADA the new 16th Army Aviation Brigade was formed at Zernograd Air Base. The unit is equipped with two each Mi-8 and Mi-28N/Mi-35M squadrons. Satellite imagery of the base also shows around 10 Mi-26 helicopters station at the base. Some are left without rotor blades; however, some do appear to move, which confirms that at least several airframes are operational.  

At the Korenovsk Air Base, the VKS deploys the 55th Independent Helicopter Regiment. The unit fields Mi-24 and Mi-28N squadrons, supported by another one equipped with Mi-8AMTsh helicopters. According to a Russian MoD press release, the unit also fields Ka-52s, which increases the number of helicopter regiments at the base to five. Satellite imagery of the base also reveals that major infrastructure work was done between 2014 and 2016. This work included building sheltered parking areas, which is uncommon. Typically, all Russian air assets are parked on aprons, unprotected from weather conditions or adversarial missile strikes.  

Lastly, as already mentioned, at the Budennovsk Air Base the 487th Independent Helicopter Regiment (Otdelnii Vertoliotnyi Polk: OVP) is co-located with the 368th ShAP. The unit also commands a Forpost UAV squadron stationed at Mozdok and a duty post at Khankala (Grozny)

---

76 Mil.ru, Министерство обороны Российской Федерации, https://ens.mil.ru/education/more.htm?id=12149925@egNews.
Consequently, the unit fields a larger number of airframes than other helicopter regiments or brigades. It has two Mi-8 (AMTsh and MTV-5 variants) squadrons, totaling around 40 helicopters; one Mi-28N squadron; and one Mi-24/Mi-35M squadron. This gives a total of around 75 helicopters.

The VKS already deploys a powerful strike group within the SMD that can conduct a wide range of operations both independently and in support of ground forces’ missions. In total, approximately 230 combat fixed-wing air assets are located within the SMD’s AOR. Given the number of contingencies the 4th AADA needs to be prepared to address, it is likely that these combat aircraft are at higher readiness levels, which includes good access to spares. That said, it is highly unlikely that all airframes would be available at once and for an extended period.

If needed, additional combat and support aircraft can be redirected from other military districts—in particular, the Central and Western MDs.

Air defense

The 4th AADA provides strategic-level early-warning and air defense coverage for units and areas stationed in the SMD. To fulfil this mission, it fields two air defense divisions, described in Table 1. Altogether, there are approximately seven S-400, two S-300PS, and two S-300PM SAM battalions, fielded into five SAM regiments, deployed in the SMD and under the command of the 4th AADA.

Table 1. Composition of air defense units within the 4th AADA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Equipment (Number of Battalions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31st Air Defense Division (Sevastopol)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th ADR (Sevastopol)</td>
<td>3 x S-400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13th ADR (Feodosia)</td>
<td>2 x S-400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51st Air Defense Division (Novocherkassk) [1]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1536th ADR (Kugey)</td>
<td>2 x S-300PM(?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1537th ADR (Novorossiysk)</td>
<td>2 x S-400, 2 x S-300PS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1721st ADR (Sochi)</td>
<td>Pantsir-S1, Buk-M2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s findings.
Note: [1] The division probably fields the S-350 Vityaz air defense system.

---


78 Author’s estimate. The number includes assets deployed in Crimea, but excludes naval aviation, and is divided as follows: 60 Su-27s, 24 Su-30SMs, 36 Su-34s, 36 Su-24Ms, 12 Su-24MRs, and 60 Su-25Sm/SM3s.
The 31st Air Defense Division is responsible for the protection of Crimea against air and surface-to-surface missile strikes from the Black Sea and Ukraine. The 51st Air Defense Division’s AOR is more dispersed. Its assets are deployed near Ukraine’s eastern borders, near Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts, but also along the Southern Black Sea Coast. There are no VKS air defense regiments located inland in Stavropol Krai, closer to Georgia, or on the Caspian Sea coast.79

The 51st AD has three regiments. The main role of the 1536th ADR is to provide air and missile defense of Rostov-on-Don. The regiment has two S-300PM battalions deployed to the west and southwest of the city. Altogether they provide a defensive umbrella against airborne threats from the Sea of Azov and southeastern parts of Ukraine.

The primary objective of the 1537th ADR is the protection of southern parts of the Black Sea Coast. There are two S-400 battalions dedicated to the air defense of Novorossiysk, Krymsk, and Anapa. Two additional S-300PS battalions are deployed in coastal areas of Abkhazia to protect Russian assets there.

Lastly, in the run-up to the 2014 Winter Olympic Games in Sochi, the VKS established the 1721st ADR. The unit was tasked with protecting the event from low-flying air threats, such as UAVs and hijacked helicopters or aircraft. The structure of the regiment, which is unique compared to other AD regiments, includes only the Pantsir-S1 self-propelled, medium-range surface-to-air missile and antiaircraft artillery system and the Buk-M2 SAM system. Another novelty of this regiment was how it was organized to conduct air defense missions: Various games that fell within the event were protected not by batteries but by individual vehicles, which was facilitated by the high mobility of the Pantsir-S1 system. In this configuration, the Buk-M2 provided an outer defense ring and the Pantsir focused on threats that could appear near Sochi.80

Experience using the 1721st ADR proved to be positive. Consequently, each AADA will now field mobile reserve air defense units, which will be implemented in air defense tasks of existing S-300/S-400 batteries and battalions. The new regiments will operate from ambushes, and will

---

79 An S-300 SAM garrison is located 230 km (140 miles) east of Astrakhan, but this is understood to be a training unit.

be deployed to areas most threatened by opposing forces' aviation. At least one of such units has already been stood up and is based near Moscow. It should also be noted that according to the district's commander, Colonel-General Alexander Dvornikov, the new S-350 Vityaz air defense system is now deployed within the SMD. According to the press report, the S-350 had been handed over to one of the air defense regiments in the Krasnodar Krai. This, in turn, suggests that the 51st Air Defense Division's 1537th or 1721st regiments may have received the system. The medium-range S-350 is expected to replace the S-300s and Buks still deployed across numerous air defense sites in Russia, and to complement long-range S-400s.

The 51st Air Defense Division is supported by two radio-technical (radar) regiments. The 338th Radio-technical Regiment is deployed in Rostov-on-Don, and the 339th is stationed in Astrakhan.

Russian strategic, long-range air defense capability in Crimea now fully rests on S-400s. The 12th ADR protects the western and northern approaches to the peninsula (Ukraine and the Black Sea), whereas the 18th ADR focuses on threats from the east, including the Sea of Azov and the southeastern Black Sea.

The 12th ADR battalions are deployed south of Sevastopol, east of Yevpatoriya, and at the Dzhankoy Air Base. The first two units have a standard S-400 battalion configuration, which includes 92N6 Grave Stone battle management radar, 96L6 early-warning radar, and eight 5P85SM transporter-erector-launchers. However, the site at Dzhankoy fields nine TELs, which could indicate that the ninth one is the 51P6 TEL. This is designed to carry the 40N6, reportedly a 400-km (248-mile) long-range SAM.

The 18th ADR operates two sites. One battalion is located south of Feodosia, and it also has the nine TEL configuration, possibly indicating a 40N6 capability. The second subunit is deployed west of the city of Kerch.


Divisional radar capability is provided by the 3rd Radio-Technical Regiment, headquartered west of the Belbek Air Base.

Russian air defense posture, however, is not only based on regiments that can conduct their missions independently. The VKS has also established a wide and multi-layered network. The forceful takeover of Crimea by Russian forces in early 2014 significantly changed the regional security environment and military balance in the Black Sea Basin. On the one hand, the peninsula had to be quickly reinforced to deter any Ukrainian attempts to retake it. On the other, it forces Kyiv to contend with a possible three-front war: the 20th CAA engages from the north, the 8th CAA from the east, and the reinforced 22nd Army Corps from the south.

**Black Sea Fleet**

Russian expeditionary operations in Syria have transformed the Black Sea Fleet into the main logistical hub for support of this mission. Although vessels from different fleets are deployed into the Mediterranean to protect Russian interests there, it is the BSF’s command that exercises operational control over this task force. If needed, the BSF assets can rapidly augment the standing force in the Mediterranean during crises.

It is therefore not surprising that the development of capabilities in Crimea is a long-standing priority for the political-military leadership in Moscow. The peninsula is seen as a vital power-projection tool from which Russia can exert pressure, not only into its immediate neighborhood but also beyond it. In this context, Ukraine is the most immediate target and will remain so in the long term. NATO forces operating in the Black Sea will also continue to be harassed and intimidated by Russian forces.84

In 1997 Ukraine and Russia signed a number of agreements, which governed the status of the Russian Black Sea Fleet. According to these documents, Moscow could maintain a 25,000-personnel-strong military presence in Crimea, supported by 132 armored combat vehicles, 24 pieces of artillery, and 22 combat aircraft.85 The agreement was signed for 20 years, and in 2010 was extended until 2042. During the 2000s the issue of Russian basing in Crimea was a subject of domestic disputes in Ukraine. At some point, Kyiv announced that the 1997 lease would not be extended beyond 2017, after which all Russian units would need to withdraw. Preparing for this contingency, the Russian Navy began construction of a new naval base in
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Novorossiysk. The takeover of Crimea and the incorporation of the peninsula into Russia effectively removed all barriers to its militarization. This facilitated a significant increase in manpower, hardware, and military infrastructure to support this presence.

The BSF thus uses two main ports in the Black Sea: one in Sevastopol and one in Novorossiysk. Figure 10 shows Russian units under the command of the BSF.

Figure 10. Locations of units under the command of the Black Sea Fleet

Source: Author’s findings.

Ground components

In December 2016 the 22nd Army Corps was set up in Crimea.86 Most of its structures were established based on previously existing Ukrainian units stationed in Crimea pre-2014.

The Corps serves as an additional C2 structure between some ground elements (brigades/regiments) and the BSF HQ, and is expected to conduct independent operations. Its
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86 Mil.ru, Министерство обороны Российской Федерации, https://structure.mil.ru/structure/okruga/details.htm?id=12378@egOrganization.
force structure suggests a focus on coastal defensive missions, rather than offensive operations. It is akin to the 11th Army Corps, deployed in the Kaliningrad Oblast. There, however, Russia has developed the 18th MRD, composed of two motor rifle battalions and one tank battalion. This indicates the need to have an operational unit capable of front-wide operations, while delivering both maneuverability and immediate preponderance of power. There is no indication that such a division-level formation is being stood up in Crimea. There are more differences between the two outposts. The Kaliningrad-based artillery brigade fields almost 50 percent more artillery pieces than the Crimea-deployed artillery regiment. Kaliningrad also enjoys short-range ballistic missile capability, whereas Crimea does not. However, an airborne battalion for quick-reaction operations has been established in the peninsula, while the enclave only relies on airborne reinforcements.

The structure of the 22nd Army Corps is unclear. Its HQ is located in Simferopol. It comprises the 8th Artillery Regiment in Chaikovske. The unit is equipped with 9P157 Khrizantema ATGMs, 2A65 "Msta-B" towed howitzers, and BM-27 Uragan and BM-21 Grad MLRSs.

The same base also hosts the 126th Coastal Defense Brigade, which also seems to be subordinated to the Corps. The brigade is a mixed unit. It has one battalion of T-72B3 tanks and three battalions of BTR-80s supported by the BM-21 Grad MLRS, the 9K114 Shtrum antitank system, and D-30 howitzers.

The brigade was formed based on the Ukrainian 126th Coastal Defense Brigade, whose personnel stayed in Crimea following its annexation. The unit’s base was significantly expanded post-2014, which included new garrisons and a new weapon storage area.

Air defense coverage for the corps grouping is provided by the 1096th Air Defense Regiment, which is deployed in Sevastopol. In 2017 Izvestia reported that the regiment would soon be equipped with the Buk-M2 and Buk-M3 air defense systems. Then in 2020, Izvestia again reported on the unit, claiming that the plans to field Buks had been shelved because of lessons
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learned from Syria. The most current plans envisage equipping the regiment with the Tor-M2. However, as of late 2020, the main armament of the unit was still the 9A33 Osa.

Also under the command of the 22nd Army Corps is the 127th Reconnaissance Brigade. This is the third brigade-level recce unit in the Russian armed forces, which confirms the attention being paid to the defense of Crimea.

Ground operations are supported by the 133rd Logistics Brigade, which is permanently deployed to Bakhchysarai. Another support unit includes the 4th Independent NCB Regiment, which may be stationed in Sevastopol.

By far the largest and the most capable ground unit under the command of the BSF is the 810th Naval Infantry Brigade, which is stationed in Sevastopol. The unit is the most combat-ready ground force/Naval infantry unit within the BSF. Its personnel were deployed to operations in Eastern Ukraine in 2014 and Syria from 2016. This confirms that at least some of the personnel from the brigade have gained combat experience—some, possibly in two theaters—which has undeniably increased the overall level of professionalism within the unit.

The unit is lightly mechanized. It fields some 140 BTR-80A amphibious armored personnel carriers (APCs), which are divided into three naval infantry battalions. The 557th Naval Infantry Battalion and 542nd Air Assault Battalion are based in Sevastopol. The 382nd Naval Infantry Battalion is stationed on the other side of the Kerch Strait, in Temryuk. These subunits are supported by an artillery battalion, which fields the 2S1 Gvozdika SPH, the 2S9 Nona self-propelled mortar, and the BM-21 Grad MLRS for counterbattery fires. The brigade also fields...
antitank capability through the deployment of the self-propelled 9K114 Shturm-S antitank missile system.

According to Izvestia, one battalion of every naval infantry brigade will be equipped with a new BMP-3F amphibious assault vehicle. The main reason behind this decision seems to be the need to up-armor landing forces and to ensure an adequate level of initial firepower and increased survivability when conducting amphibious operations. The 382nd Naval Infantry Battalion, which practiced the utilization of the vehicle in such a role during the Kavkaz-2020 operational-strategic exercise, is the first subunit to undergo this conversion.96

The drive to increase the firepower of naval infantry brigades is clear and evident. Tank companies have already been formed in the 155th and 40th Naval Infantry Brigades (Pacific Fleet).97 With new BMP-3F battalions, the entire force is becoming increasingly mechanized and powerful but also “heavy” to deploy—less flexible, and requiring a more complex logistics footprint.

### Naval components

Of all the naval fleets, the BSF has undergone the largest expansion and modernization since 2014. This pertains to all aspects of its functioning and includes new combat and support vessels, new capabilities that go with them, and new ground components that support naval operations both in the offense and defense.

As of mid-2021, the fleet deploys seven submarines and 47 combat ships of various types. The latter number includes one guided-missile cruiser, five frigates, three offshore patrol vessels, six small antisubmarine warfare (ASW) ships, six guided-missile corvettes, five guided-missile boats, six seagoing minesweepers, two base minesweepers, seven landing ships, and six landing crafts.98 Figure 11 shows the changes in the composition of the BSF naval assets between 2014 and 2021.
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Figure 11. Changes in the Black Sea Fleet’s composition, 2014 to 2021

Out of the seven submarines, six are relatively new Project 636.3 Varshavyanka-class (Improved Kilo-class) submarines delivered between 2014 and 2016. One Project 887V (Alrosa) is also listed as serving within the BSF; however, the boat has been reported to be a subject of modernization. Once completed, Alrosa could be handed over to the Baltic Sea Fleet. However, it should also be noted that the discussion about the redeployment of this particular boat has been ongoing since 2018. It is unclear at what stage the upgrade process is or whether the delivery to the Baltic Sea would at all occur.

The average age of a ship serving under the BSF is 23 years, which makes the fleet the youngest within the Russian Navy, by a significant margin.\(^\text{100}\)

The BSF is divided into two main naval bases. Most of the fleet is located in Sevastopol, and the naval base in Novorossiysk predominantly houses subsurface forces.

The Black Sea Fleet’s operational control is exercised through the 224 th Independent C2 Battalion from Simferopol. The fleet also maintains control over the 720 th Logistics Point in Tartus, Syria, and thus manages logistics support of the Russian naval operations there, and wider in the Mediterranean.\(^\text{101}\)

The naval base in Sevastopol houses the 30 th Surface Ship Division, which fields the most capable vessels with the BSF.\(^\text{102}\) The unit fields three Project 11356 Admiral Grigorovich-class frigates delivered between 2016 and 2017, marking the first time the BSF received a new blue-water warship since the end of the Cold War. The frigate is a multipurpose surface combatant that can conduct ASW and antiair operations. The incorporation of 3M54T and 3M14T missiles allows Project 11356 frigates to attack surface targets on land and sea.

Also in Sevastopol is the 197 th Landing Ship Brigade, which supports amphibious operations of the 810 th Naval Infantry Brigade.\(^\text{103}\) The brigade deploys seven landing ships—to too few to sealift the entire brigade. This problem will become more acute as naval infantry units become heavier through the deployment of BMP-3s and main battle tanks. To address this deficiency in maritime transport capability, the navy is building two Project 23900 amphibious assault ships (LHDs) at the Zaliv Shipyard in Kerch in Crimea. The exact details of these vessels are unclear. Various sources cite different sizes and displacements. It is safe to assume that one Project 23900 ship will be able to lift around two naval infantry battalions along with some 70-80 pieces of heavy equipment. In addition, it will host an air group consisting of more than 10 heavy helicopters—not limited to sea-based Ka-31s and Ka-27s, but also multipurpose ones.\(^\text{104}\)
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\(^{100}\) The average ages for the other fleets are as follows: Baltic Sea Fleet, 30 years; Northern Fleet, 30 years; Pacific Fleet, 28 years; Caspian Flotilla, 26 years. Author’s calculations, based on data obtained from Russianships.com.


\(^{102}\) These include Moskva, the Project 1164 Slava-class guided missile cruiser; three Project 11356 Admiral Grigorovich-class frigates (Admiral Grigorovich, Admiral Essen, Admiral Makarov); and two Project 1135 Krivak-class frigates (Ladnyi, Pytlivyj). Smetlivyj, a Project 61 Kashin-class destroyer, at that time the oldest destroyer within the Russian Navy, was converted into a museum in mid 2020. ИА «Севастополь», Севастополь берет шефство над 30 дивизией надводных кораблей, ИА «Севастополь», 12 Sept. 2020, https://stv92.ru/novosti/obschestvo/sevastopol-beret-shestvo-nad-30-diviziy-nadvodnykh-korabley/.

\(^{103}\) It is composed of five ships: BDK "Nikolay Filchenkov" 152; large landing craft "Orsk" 148; BDK "Saratov" 150; BDK "Azov" 151; BDK "Novocherkassk" 142; large landing craft "Caesar Kunikov" 158; BDK "Yamal.”

That said, because Russian sealift capabilities, in general, are insufficient, different theaters can receive higher priority in terms of the delivery of new amphibious assault vessels. For this reason, Project 23900 LHDs are more likely to be delivered to the Northern and Pacific Fleets first, rather than to the BSF.

Apart from these units, there are also a number of various ground components that support naval operations. These are the 388th Recce Point,105 the 529th Communication Centre, the 15th Coastal Missile and Artillery Brigade (all three are based in Sevastopol), and the 68th Engineering Regiment (Yevpatoriya).

The 68th Engineering Regiment is composed of two battalions: naval engineering and basing support. Altogether they fulfil a wide range of tasks. These include creating mine barriers on land and water to prevent amphibious assaults, installing floating berths, providing equipment for surface and subsurface vessels, and providing fuel, lubricants, and water. They are also tasked with conducting mine-clearing operations and engineering reconnaissance. 106

The creation of Russian military bases and units in Crimea was hurried and to an extent based on Ukrainian servicemen who opted to switch their allegiance and stay in the peninsula following the annexation. At the same time, some units were established from equipment redirected from bases in mainland Russia, as was the case with the 15th Coastal Missile and Artillery Brigade, which was stood up based on a coastal missile squadron redeployed from the Caspian Sea. The brigade is equipped with one squadron each of K-300P Bastion-P and Bal coastal defense systems.107

The Bal is equipped with the sea-skimming Uran Kh-35 missile (SS-N-25 Switchblade). Its range does not exceed 130 km, although the upgraded Kh-35U missile “is claimed to have twice the range, satellite navigation and a better radar seeker.”108 Bastion-P is a “heavier” system designed to engage high-value targets such as aircraft carriers. Compared to Bal, which carries
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up to eight missiles, each Bastion-P has only two missiles. The system shoots missiles that have a longer range, up to 350 km. Both systems have a land-attack mode.

The BSF also has an organic electronic warfare unit. Located on Cape Fiolent, the 475th Independent Electronic Warfare Centre is tasked with degrading opposing forces’ networks and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) capability. The unit deploys the Murmansk-BM strategic jamming system, which is designed “to suppress the use of high-frequency radio communications across large areas.” It can, however, have a dual role, in that it can also undertake strategic technical intelligence.

The Black Sea Fleet also maintains a presence in Russia proper, on the other side of the Kerch Strait, although it is not as robust as in Crimea.

All combat units in this region are deployed in Novorossiysk. The naval base there houses the 4th Submarine Brigade, 183rd Rescue Ship Squadron, 55th Independent Squadron of Hydrographic Vessels, and 184th Sea Protection Ship Brigade. Counter-sabotage capability rests with the 136th Detachment of Counteraction Underwater Diversionary Forces and Facilities.

The first unit, the submarine brigade, is the jewel of the BSF. The unit fields six Project 636.3 (Improved Kilo) SKKs, which were delivered to the fleet between 2014 and 2016—an unusual pace by Russian standards. This pace, in turn, indicated the sense of urgency to upgrade the fleet with newly built vessels. They can be equipped with both torpedoes and mines, but also with cruise missiles that can engage sea- and land-based targets. Project 636.3 also possesses an antiair capability through the deployment of MANPADs. These six vessels are enough to maintain a continuous presence in the Mediterranean with two to three subs, and can be increased by one or two additional vessels, if needed.

Lastly, in Utash, the BSF maintains the second Bal/Bastion P-equipped Brigade, the 11th Missile and Artillery Brigade, which is tasked with protecting the eastern approaches of the Black Sea to the Russian coast.


BSF air components

Russian air assets in Crimea include five aviation regiments. Three of those are subordinated to the 4th Air and Air Defense Army (described above), and the remaining two are commanded by the BSF HQ. According to Izvestia, the two regiments are subordinated to the 2nd Naval Aviation Division, although it is unclear whether this unit has been established.113

The 43rd Independent Naval Attack Aviation Regiment is stationed at the Saki Air Base. The regiment fields two squadrons. One is equipped with a mix of Su-24Ms and Su-24MRs. The other consists exclusively of Su-30SMs that were delivered to the unit between 2015 and 2016. In the long term, the Su-30SMs are to replace Su-24s, but, given the slow pace of combat aircraft deliveries to naval aviation units, this is unlikely to occur soon. This gives a total of some 24 combat aircraft deployed at the base.

The second unit is the 318th Composite Aviation Regiment, deployed at Kacha Air Base. According to Piotr Butowski, a renowned Russian aviation journalist, the regiment has one ASW squadron equipped with Ka-27s, and one transport and rescue squadron with An-26s and Ka-27PS and Mi-8 helicopters. Some Be-12s are also deployed within the unit.114

The regiment also fields a Forpost UAV squadron. In this case, it can also supplement the 43rd Naval Attack Aviation Regiment in persistent reconnaissance and post-strike assessment capability. The UAVs can also be used as target designators for air, naval, and ground strike complexes.115


The Caspian Flotilla

Subordinated to the Southern Military District is also the Caspian Flotilla. Although the smallest naval force within the Russian Navy, it is also relatively modern, thanks to an influx of modern equipment and reorganization over recent years. Figure 12 shows the main naval base in Kaspyisk.

Figure 12. Caspian Flotilla units in Kaspyisk

![Image](Google Earth. Image date 4 May 2021)

The Caspian Flotilla safeguards Russian interests around the Caspian Sea basin, which include the protection of maritime trade and Russia’s offshore oil and gas fields. At the same time, Moscow wishes to remain a powerful, or even dominant, player in the region to ensure the security of its southern flank. Furthermore, the addition of long-range strike capability allows Russian ships operating in the Caspian to project power far beyond Russia’s borders.

The flotilla’s HQ has been a subject of relocation. In 2018 Shoigu stated that the HQ would be moved from Astrakhan to Kaspyisk, which would place Russia’s main naval base at the center
of the sea and thus reduce time for the deployment of forces to the Caspian. As of mid 2021 the relocation has not yet occurred, although the process is expected to conclude by the end of 2022 at the latest. It is noteworthy that the June 2020 naval parade celebrating the Day of the Russian Navy was held in Kaspysk—not in Astrakhan, where the flotilla’s HQ is still located.

The flotilla fields 27 vessels, with an average age of 26 years. Around half of the vessels were delivered between 1969 and 1999, and the remainder were inducted in the 21st century. The core of the fleet relies on two Project 11661K Gepard-class guided-missile ships, and six Project 21630/21631 Buyan and Buyan-M small missile ships (three each).

Other vessels operating under the flotilla command include one Project 12411T Tarantul-class missile boat, one Project 1400M Zhuk-class patrol boat, and four Project 1204 artillery gun boats. Mine and antitank warfare is provided by two Project 1265 Sonya-class coastal minesweepers, one Project 1258 Yevgenya-class inshore minesweeper, two Project 10750 Lida-class inshore minesweepers, and two Project 697 inshore minesweepers.

The flotilla also has an amphibious landing capability, through the deployment of six landing crafts (one Project 21820 Dyugon-class, four Project 11770 Serna-class, and one Project 1176 Ondatra-class vessels).

It is understood that at least one naval brigade has been redeployed to Kaspysk. This is the 106th Sea Protection Ship Brigade; the 73rd Sea Protection Ship Brigade is still at Astrakhan. Satellite imagery from March 2020 also shows amphibious vessels moored at the naval base in Astrakhan. It is unclear whether the 242nd Landing Ship Squadron has been deployed to Kaspysk since then.

Three additional units are also understood to be deployed to Astrakhan. They include a group of support vessels, a group of hydrographic vessels, and the 293rd Search and Rescue Detachment.

Naval facilities are protected by the 137th Detachment of Counteraction Underwater Diversionary Forces and Facilities, also likely deployed in Astrakhan. It cannot be excluded that


118 Ibid.


120 The naval base is located in Zolotoy Zaton, Astrakhan.
a second detachment has been established in Kaspyisk to provide underwater combat, mining, and demining operations, and protect fleets’ assets against the enemy’s naval special forces.

Recent years have seen the largest upgrade in terms of capabilities related to ground-based components. First, in 2018 the 177th Naval Infantry Regiment was formed in Kaspyisk. The regiment forms the backbone of the Caspian Flotilla’s expeditionary capability. It is composed of two naval infantry battalions and a 122-mm D-30 howitzer battery. The 414th Naval Infantry Battalion is stationed in Kaspyisk, and the 727th Naval Infantry Battalion is located in Astrakhan. Reportedly, a third naval infantry battalion with an air assault company has also been established, but it is unclear where it is located.

Another addition to the regiment’s order of battle includes a reconnaissance battalion, which has a Spetsnaz company within its structure.

The 177th Naval Infantry Regiment is reported to be more “mobile” than a typical naval infantry brigade. Apart from the standard tasks of conducting amphibious landings, its tasks will include deep reconnaissance, serving as forward air observers for artillery, aviation, and cruise missile-equipped assets.

Lastly, in 2011 the Caspian Flotilla received one battalion of the 3K60 Ball Coastal Defense Missile System, which concluded the forming of the 46th Separate Coastal Missile Squadron. The unit was subsequently deployed into Crimea in 2014 to form the backbone of the 15th Coastal Missile Defense Brigade there. In its place, the 51st Coastal Missile Squadron was stood up in 2020.
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Conclusion

There are around 38 brigade- and regiment-level formations in the Southern Military District, excluding units subordinated to the VDV command and the Special Operations Forces Command (KSSO). Assuming that each naval infantry, and tank or motor rifle regiment/brigade can generate two infantry, tank, or motor rifle battalions, there are altogether some 30 battalions in the SMD that can conduct maneuver warfare. The addition of the third battalion would increase this number to over 40.\textsuperscript{127} Russian-controlled LPR and DPR forces will contribute 20-30 additional battalions.\textsuperscript{128}

The Western MD fields around 40 or 60 battalions, depending on the configuration. Altogether, these two districts alone can generate at least 50 battalions—and perhaps as many as 120—to undertake combined arms operations. Note that these figures reflect only the peacetime posture of the Russian Land Forces in those districts. The number of battalions would increase substantially if a total mobilization was announced.

\textsuperscript{127} Inclusion of the 7\textsuperscript{th} Air Assault Division would further push these figures to around 36 and 48, respectively.

Additional support of airborne and special forces formations allows Russia to defend its mainland against any conventional threat from Southern and Western operational directions.

The three CAA altogether have some 55,000 personnel. The addition of the 22nd Army Corps and the 810th Naval Infantry Brigade pushes this number to around 68,000-70,000 troops. But the SMD, is not expected to fight on its own. Additional troop movements into the district are likely, especially if there is a state-on-state conflict. These could include elements detached from the Western and Central MDs, with the latter serving as a swing district. It can provide reinforcements in any direction: it can either support the western/southern operational direction, or Russian units in the Eastern MD.

The current composition of Russian forces in the Southern Military District presents a force that can undertake operations in different environments and tackle different threats in distinctively different theaters.
The main driver behind changes to SMD’s force posture is the need to contend with openly hostile Ukraine that emerged after Russian operations in Crimea and Eastern Ukraine throughout 2014-15. Reforms of the district’s forces continue to be implemented along two paths. On the one hand, the armed forces add logistics and support (sub)units to their combined arms formations to ensure that these forces are adequately provisioned and maintained both before and during hostilities. These attempts, which have seen the establishment of engineering, evacuation regiments are, however, holistic to the armed forces and are not limited to one particular MD. The second reform reverses many decisions made by the previous minister of defense, Anatoly Serdyukov, which ultimately sought to create lighter land forces geared to operations in local conflicts closer to home, akin to the one in Georgia in 2008. Indeed, it seems that the structural reforms of the SMD are ongoing, given the conversion of the 19th MRB into a division-level formation in 2020 and reports indicating that the 136th MRB will also be expanded. When these plans are fully materialized, the SMD’s 58th and 8th CAAs will no longer possess combined arms brigades within their structures. This only confirms the shift towards preparations high-intensity war. Consequently, the 49th CAA is the sole operational-level formation tasked with addressing insurgency and terrorist threats.

Air defense forces also are positioned to respond to a state-to-state conflict. Units subordinated to the 4th AADA provide effective coverage over strategically important sites and cities. Crimea is now solely protected by S-400 battalions, which means that its importance is similar to that of Saint Petersburg and Moscow. Even the Kaliningrad Oblast is protected by a mix of S-400s and S-300s. Although the size of the rotary-wing fleet is impressive, most assets deployed within the SMD are old. In recent years, deliveries of Su-34s and Su-30SMs have modernized the fleet; however, aviation capabilities still rely on Soviet-era aircraft.

Changes in force posturing and force structure in the past several years strongly favor the conduct of high-tempo, front-wide operations against a conventional enemy. Although some specialized formations for mountainous warfare operations are stationed in the district, it is clear that the focus is placed elsewhere. The main goal of the SMD units is to maintain pressure on Ukraine and deter any attempts by Kyiv to retake lost territories. This objective was the main reason behind the establishment of the 8th CAA and the introduction of airborne components into Crimea. These units, along with the Western MD forces, have surrounded Ukraine and can effectively conduct ground operations along any axis.

At the same time, moving beyond the ongoing conflict with Ukraine, the SMD forces control units located in occupied South Ossetia and Abkhazia and those deployed in Armenia. The BSF also continuously sustains maritime operation in the Mediterranean and is responsible for reinforcing Russian presence there during a crisis. Altogether, the SMD mission envelope is larger than that of other districts—even the WMD, which mostly focuses on threats posed by NATO.
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## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AADA</td>
<td>Air and Air Defense Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADR</td>
<td>Air Defense Regiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOR</td>
<td>Area of Responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASW</td>
<td>Antisubmarine Warfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSF</td>
<td>Black Sea Fleet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Command and Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4I</td>
<td>Command, Control, Communications, Computing, and Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAA</td>
<td>Combined Arms Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBRN</td>
<td>Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPR</td>
<td>Donetsk People's Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW</td>
<td>Electronic Warfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSC</td>
<td>Joint Strategic Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPR</td>
<td>Luhansk People's Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLRS</td>
<td>Multiple-Launch Rocket System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoD</td>
<td>Ministry of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCB</td>
<td>Nuclear, Chemical, Biological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM</td>
<td>Surface to Air Missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGINT</td>
<td>Signals Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMD</td>
<td>Southern Military District</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO&amp;E</td>
<td>Table of Organization and Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAV</td>
<td>Unmanned Aerial Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDV</td>
<td>Vozdushno-Desantnye Voyska (Airborne Troops)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VKS</td>
<td>Vozdushno-Kosmicheskiye Sily (Aerospace Forces)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMD</td>
<td>Western Military District</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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